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SUMMAKY 
the reasons f o r  the reportedly poor a i r p b e  response t o  longitudinal 
control. Some effects of airplane configuration on the response, pri- 
marily for  short  time periods, were also determined. 
The results of the investigation indicated that a tFme lag i n  height 
c response may have contributed t o  the reported poor airplane  response t o  
longitudinal control over a s h o r t  t h e  period. For the particular air- 
height response W&B mainly the result of low elevator effectiveness i n  
changing the fli@;ht-path angle. In general, it was found. that over a 
short time the rate of cha.nging the flight-path angle depends mainly 
on the magnitude of the w e i g h t ,  the moment of iner t ia ,  the slopes of 
the curves of pitching-moment and l i f t  coefficients as functions of 
elevator  aeflection % md RBe, respectively, the slope of the 
curve of l i f t  coefficient as a function of angle of attack &, and 
the available elevator deflection A&. The magnitude of airplane 
m i n g  and the magnitude of the l i f t -drag  ra t io ,   for  a short period of 
tine, do not have an appreciable  effect on the time 05 height response. ? 
* plane fo r  which diff icul ty  had been reported, the indicated lag i n  
e 
The importance of the differences found i n  the response character- 
i s t i c s  between swept-wing airplanes of low aspect  ratio having no hori- 
zontal t a i l  and conventional airplanes can be evaluated only  by f l i g h t  
experience. O t h e r  factors such a8 range of viaion, unusual control fee 
the pilot ' s   react ion  to  the relatively k g e  nose-up a t t i tdes  of the 
l A  somewhat condensed and unclassified version of this report, unde 
the authorship of Ralph W. Stone, Jr. and W i l l i a m  Bibrle, Jr., entitled . 
"Studies of Some Effects of Airplane Configuration on the Response to \ 
Longitudinal Control in L a n d i n g  Approaches," was  presented  before  the 
F 1953 Annual Meeting of the Inst i tute  of the Aeronautical  Sciences. 
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fnfluence s asso- low-aspect-ratio  swept-wing  airplanes, and psychological 
ciated  .with new types of airplanes may be  of  equal or greater  importance. 
Difficulty  in  landing a swept-wing  airplane of l o w  aspect  ratio 
having no horizontal  tail  aboard  an  aircraft  carrier was reported  which 
appeared  to be a problem  of  poor  airplane  response  to  longitudinal  con- 
trol  primarily  in  the  landing-approach  condition  prior  to  engine  cut. 
carrier  deck  could  not  be  made  during  the  short  period f time avails- 
ble  before  engine  cut.  For  example, in an approach  where a height 
correction had been  attempted  by  puehing forward on the  stick in order 
to lose some altitude,  the  pilot  endeavored  to  retrim  at  the  desired 
height  behind  the  carrier  deck  but  the  airplane  continued  to  descend. 
The airplane  would  therefore  have  landed short  of  the  intended  touchdown 
point.  The  pilot  felt  that  he w&s not in control  of  the  airplane as it 
did  not  respond  to moving the  stick  rearward  during  the  time  available 
after  the stick-forward  correction. 
. .  Final small corrections  to  height of the  airplane in reference to the 
. .  
T h e  difficulties  encountered may have  been  the  results  of aer -
dynamic  differences  between  this  airplane and other  more  conventional 
sirplanes which are  common  in  carrier  operations. On the  other  hand, 
the  difficulties may have resulted  from  limited  vision,  unusual  control 
feel, or psychological  influences  associated with a new airplane,  par- 
ticularly a new  type  of  airplane  which  has a much higher  nose-up  atti- 
tude in the  landing  approach  than  do  conventional  airplanes. A theo- 
retical  investigation was conducted  in  order to determine  what  effect 
the  differences  in  aeroaynamic  chexacteristics  would  have on the short- 
time  response  to  elevator  control  of  this  type of air lane as compared 
with  the  responses  of a conventional  airplane,  without  regard  to any 
possible  psychological  influences.  The  results of this  investigation 
are  presented  in  this  paper. 
Longitudinal  airplane  motions  were  computed  on 9 analog comguter. 
The  response of an afrplane  having  reportedly  good lan ing character- 
istics was compared  with  the  response of an airplane  similar in con- 
figuration to that of the airplane  reportedly  having  poor  height  control, 
and also with  the  response of a third  airplane having a generally 
similar  configuration  but a lower-aspect-ratio wing and  different -8 
characteristics  from  those  of  the airplane having  poor  height  control. 
The  effects  of  the  total  elevator effectiveness, the  change  in  lift 
due  to  elevator  deflection, the airplane  damping, and the  ratio of lift 
to  drag  on  the  response  were  investigated. 
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SYMBOLS 
- The  longitudinal  motions  presented  herein were calculated  about 
the stability  axes. A diagram of the  axes sharLng the  positive  direc- 
tions  of  the  forces  and  moment  is  presented in figure 1. 
S wing  area, sq ft 
- 
C mean  aerodynamic  chord, ft 
w weight of airplane, lb 
m mass of airplane, W/g, slugs 
kY 
P air  density, 0.002378 slug/cu  ft
P airplane  relative-density  coefficient, m/pSC 
V velocity,  ft/sec 
% acceleration  due  to gravity, 32.2 ft/sec2 
radius of gyration  about Y body axis, ft 
c 
L lift, lb 
c D drag, lb 
C 
%nax 
coefficient  of drag at maxirrmm coefficient of lift 
cLo 
hypothetical  lift  coefficient  at a = Oo based on an 
extrapolation f r o m  approach a, f o r  lift-curve  slope in 
the  vicinity  of  approach a and with an elevator  deflec- 
tion  which  would be required  to trim at  approach a 
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%I 
Y 
hypothetical  pitching-moment  coefficient at  a = Oo based 
on an extrapolation  from  approach a, for  pitching-moment 
slope  in  the  vicinity of approach a and  with an elevator 
deflection  which would be  required  to  trim  at  approach a 
height, Jt V sin 7 dt, ft 
angle  of  attack, 6 - y ,  deg 
flight-path  angle,  deg 
angle  of  pitch,  deg 
elevator  deflection,  deg 
increment of heigh-t;  from  trimmed  level-flight  condition 
increment  of  angle  of  attack  from  trimmed  level-flight 
condition 
increment  of  flight-path  angle from trimmed  level-flight 
condition 
increment  of  angle of pitch  from  trimmed  level-flight 
condition 
increment of velocity f r o m  trimmed  level-flight  condition 
increment of elevator  deflection  fram  trimmed  level-flight 
condition 
pitching angular velocity,  radians/sec 
rate of  change of flight-path angle with  time 
rate  of  change  of  velocity V with  time 
per deg 
per de@; 
. 
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0 
. 
- acL 
CL, - a, per  deg 
CD(a) 
coefficient of drag as a nonlinear  function of a 
Dots  over symbols represent  derivatives  with  respect  to  time,  for 
.- a27 
at2 
example, 7 = -. 
AIRPLANES INVFSTIGATED 
The  configurations of the  airplanes  investigated  are shown in 
figure 2. The  airplanes  are  herein  referred  to as airplanes A ,  B, 
and  C.  Airplane A is an airplane  reportedly having good landing char- 
acteristics. Airplane B, having no horizontal  tail, is an airplane 
similar  in  configuration  to  that of the aiqlane reportedly  having 
poor response  to  longitudinal  control.  Airplane C, having  no  horizontal 
tail, Fs an airplane  having a generally  similar  configuration  to  that 
of airplane B but having a lower-aspect-ratio wing and different mass 
characteristics.  Although no flight  data  were  available  regarding  the 
landing  characteristics of airplane C, this  airplane was included  in 
the  investigation  because,  being similar to  airplane B, it wa8 believed 
that  this  airplane also might  have  poor  response  to  longitudinal  con- 
trol.  The  aerodynamic, mass, and dimensional  characteristics  for  the 
bang configurations of airplanes A, B, and C are  given in table I. 
. .  
6 
PROCEDURE 
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In this  investigation,  the  longitudinal  motions  of  airplanes A, 
B, and C were calculated  by an analog  comppter  using  the following 
equations : 
. 
The  lift, drag, and pitching-moment  coefficients  were  introduced 
as functions  of angle of attack and of  elevator  deflection. The lift, 
drag, and pitching-moment  coefficfents 88 functions  of  angle of attack 
were  obtained  at  the  elevator  deflection  required  for  trimmed  level 
flight  at 185.8 ft/sec (110 knots). The  variations  of lift and 
pitching-moment  coefficients  with  angle  of  attack  were  assumed  linear 
and the  slopes were obtained in the  vicinity  of  the  angle  of  attack 
for tlrimmed  flight at I I O  h o t s .  The  drag  coefficient CD(~), however, 
was introduced as a nonlinear  function  of  angle  of  attack  because of 
the  large  nonlinear  variation  of drag coefficient wi3h angle  of  attack 
in the  angle-of-attack  region  investigated. The variations of drag 
coefficient  Tsith  angle of  attack  for  airplanes A, B, and C are  presented 
in figure 3. Airplane A had high drag  at Low angles of  attack, prima- 
rily  because  of  the  drag  due to displacement of lift flaps. The lift, 
drag, and pitching-moment  coefficients  as  functions of elevator  deflec- 
tion  were  obtained  at  the  angle  of  attack  for  trimmed  level  flight at 
I l O  knots.  The  variations of lift,  drag, and pitchfng-moment  coeffi- 
cients  with  elevator  deflection  were  assumed l inear  and  the  slopes 
were  obtained  over an elevator  range  that  extended  from  the  elevator 
deflection  required  for  trFmmed  flight at IJ-0 knots  to  the maximum 
up-elevator  deflection.  Deflections of the  elevator,  and  therefore 
. 
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values f o r  the Cr, AB,=, CDse A&=, and C& A& terms, were intro- 
duced as step  functions. The thrust and % were held constant. The 
aerodynamic characteristics related t o  the rate of change of angle of 
attack, a&, C D ~ ,  and Cq,, were neglected. It was fe l t  that the 
a derivatives would. not appreciably influence the motions investigated 
herein. 
0 
s, 
L 
It was desired t o  compare the motions of the airplanes in order  
t o  determine the difference, i f  any, in  response to  longitudinal con- 
t r o l   a f t e r  a motion had been ini t ia ted.  In order t o  make the compari- 
son, the following procedure was emgloyed. The three airplanes were 
in i t ia l ly   t r imed  for   s teady  level rnight at a landing approach speed 
of 185.8 ft/sec ( U O  knots ) . The initial trim values are given in 
table 11. A disturbance from steady level flight was in i t ia ted  by 
deflecting the elevator down end holding the down deflection f o r  2 sec- 
con& o r  1 second a f t e r  which 821 a t t q t  to   s top  the ensuing descent 
was made by deflecting the elevator full-up . An amount of down- 
elevator  deflection f o r  airplane A was chosen which when held 1 second 
or 2 seconds w o u l d  result i n  a loss  of a l t i tude that m i g h t  be desired 
f o r  a final correction during a carr ier  approach. For comparison 
purposes, it was considered desirable t o  have all three airplanes 
follow the same path of descent to the tfme when the elevators were 
and C correspond approximately t o  the descent path of airplane A was 
made by deflecting  the elevators down on airplanes B and C an amount 
m a l  acceleration being the same for  a l l  three airplanes.  The same 
initial ra te  of change of normal acceleration could be obtained appmxi- 
m t e l y  by making the initial r a t e  of  change of 7, that is, 7, the 
same. The height is equal t o  s,” V sin 7 d t  and it was reasoned that 
the amount of variation of V would be small during 1 t o  2 seconds of 
motion and that, therefore, the descent path would be determined ent i re ly  
by the factor sin y .  It was felt,  therefore, that the initial 
7 values were made the same fo r  a l l  three airplanes the descent paths 
would also be approximately the ~ a m e  over a short  time interval.  The 
down-elevator deflections required for airplanes B and C were deter- 
mined on the basis that the initial value of 7 was proportional t o  
deflected full-up. An attempt t o  make the descent paths of airplanes B 
- which would approximately result In the initial r a t e  of  change of nor- 
vcLa v2c 
” A&. The increment of force affecting the normal accelera- 
2PF 2Pky2 
t ion  due t o  elevator deflection was neglected. The analysis used f o r  
elevator was deflected d m  from t h e   i n i t i a l  trim deflection f o r  1 sec- 
ond o r  2 seconds on airplanes A, B, and C is given i n  table 111. As 
I obtaining this parameter is given i n  the appendix. The amount the 
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previously  mentioned,  the  elevator on each  airplane was then  deflected 
f r o m  the  specific dam setting  to  the  full-up  position.  The  amount f 
elevator  deflection  thus  made on airplanes A, B, and C is  given  in 
table 111. The  use  of  full-up  elevator  would  give  the maxFrmun accel- 
eration in pitch  possible  for a given  airplane  configuration.  It was 
realized  that  use  of  full-up  elevator  and  the  introduction  of  elevator 
deflection as step  functions do not  slrmrlate  the  actual  control 
deflections  that  would be used  by a pilot,  but  it was felt  that  the 
use of this  procedure would reveal any differences in response  due 
to inherent  stability  and  control  characteristics  that  might  exist 
between  airplanes A, B, and C. This  procedure was employed  therefore 
to  get  the maxFmum response  that  would  be  theoretically  possible  for 
a given airplane  configuration.  The  elevator  deflection w a s  reduced 
from  full-up,to a deflection  that muld trfm  the  airplane  at  the  angle 
of  attack  of maxlrmun lift and a l s o  was reduced in time  to  prevent  the 
airplane  from  exceeding  by  more  than  approximately 3' th   angle of 
attack  of maximum Lift. 
The  motion  in  response  to  the  prescribed  elevator  deflections w 
recorded in terms of velocity,  angle of pitch, angle of attack,  flight- 
path  angle,  and  height with respect  to  time.  These  values  are  presented 
herein  as  increments  from  the  initial  trfm values presented Fn table 11. 
The  motions  are  presented  until  the  lost  height  is  regained.  The 
effects of the  total  elevator  effectiveness,  the  change  in l i f t  due  to 
elevator  deflection,  the  airplane damping, and the  ratio  of  lift  to 
$rag on the  response  of  the  airplane  were  determined.  (The  phrase 
total elevator  effectiveness  refers  to  the  effectiveness of the 
available  elevator  deflection  in cauing an initial  rate  of  change of 
flight-path  angle.) In order  to  determine  the  effects of these  factors 
on the  response,  the  factors  involved  were  changed and the  resulting 
motion n s  compared  with  the  motion  obtained  for  the  original  condition. 
The  effect  of  total.  elevator  effectiveness o  response was deter- 
mined  by  fncreasing  the  elevator  deflections on airplanes B and C. The 
values of total  elevator  effectiveness on airplanes B and C were 
increased  amounts  which  resulted  in  the  total  elevatoF  effectiveness 
of  these  airplanes  corresponding to the  total  elevator  effectiveness 
of  airplane A. This was attempted  by increasing the  up-elevator 
deflections  of  airplanes B and C an amount,  determined by the  method 
described  previously,  such  that  all  three  airplanes would have  approxi- 
mately  the same initial  increment  in 7 at  pull-up. The amounts  the 
elevators  were  deflected  up  from  the down position  are  given  in  table 111. 
The effects of the  change in lift  due to elevator  deflection on 
the  responses  of  airplanes B and C were  determined by making Q,se = 0 
and comparing  the  resulting  motions  with  the  motions  obtained  for  the 
original  condition. The effect  of  increasing  the  total  elevator 
.
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7. effectiveness by increasing the elevator  deflection and a t  the same 
time eliminating the change in Uft due to  elevator  deflection on the 
response was also determined fo r  airplanes B and C. - 
The effect  of the airplane-damping term on response was determined 
by making C % = -3.5 and -12 .O on airplane B and comparing the 
resulting motion with the motion obtained f o r  the o r i g i n a l  condition 
(Cmg = -1.5). 
The effect  of L/D on the response of airplane B was determined 
by changing the  polar curve of airplane B and the resulting motion was 
compared with that obtained for the original condition. The r a t i o  of  
l i f t  coefficient t o  drag coefficient of airplane B w&s made equal t o  
that of airplane A over approximately the range from trlm l i f t  t o  
maximum l i f t  by changing the drag curve of airplane B. The variatfon 
of drag coefficient with angle of attack used for  airplane B is given 
in figure 3. 
Comparison of Airplanes A, B, cud C 
All three airplanes (fig. 4) respond t o  the up-elevator deflection 
i n  that the descent is stopped and the l o s t  height is regained. It 
stop i t s  descent o r  t o  regain i t s  l o s t  height after up-elevator move- 
ment as it does f o r  airplane A. It is  therefore indicated that & 
pi lo t  might become aware of the  difference in response between afr- 
planes B and A when attempting s m a l l  height  corrections during a short 
period of time. During the added time required t o  stop i ts  deecent, 
airplane B w o u l d  have traveled approximately 186 feet, because i ts  
velocity was 185.8 ft/sec (110 h o t s ) .  Some lag in the response of ' 
airplane C, when compared w i t h  airplane A, was a l s o  present but its 
response was considerably better than that of airplane B. Figure 4 
shows that airplane A, i n  response to   t he  up-elevator deflection, was 
able t o  accelerate more quickly i n  angle of p i t ch ,  angle of attack, 
and flight-path angle than airplanes B and C which accounts for   a i r -  
plane A responding more quicldy i n  height than did airplanes B and C. 
The influence that the configurations of airplanes B and C had on the 
lag in height response are given in  the sections that follow. 
- takes  approximately  twice RS much time , however, for  airplane B t o  
Effect of Changes 011 Airplane B 
. The effeck of increasing the total  elevator  effectiveness on the 
response of airplane B is shown i n  figure 5. As previously mentioned, 
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the  phrase  "total  elevator  effectiveness"  refers  herein  to  the  effec- 
tiveness  of  the  available  elevator  deflection  in  causing an initial 
rate  of  change  of  flight-path  angle.  Increasing  the  total  elevator 
effectiveness to that  of  airplane A (with  the  difference  in  the  change 
in  lift  due  to  elevator  deflection  neglected)  by  increasing  the  up- 
elevator  deflection  greatly  improved  the  response of airplane B. 
Eliminating  the  change  in  lift  due  to  elevator  deflection  (fig. 5) 
gave  some  improvement  in  response.  Increasing  the  up-elevator  deflec- 
tion  and making C!L = 0 gave  the  quickest  response. 
6e 
For the  given  down-  and  up-elevator  deflection  (forcing  function), 
increasing C, (fig. 6) had essentially  no  effect on the time it 
takes  the  airplane  to  stop  its  descent.  The  magnitudes  of  angle  of 
pitch,  angle of attack,  flight-path  angle,  and  height  were  decreased, 
however,  as Cms w-as increased. 
9 
When L/D (fig. 7) was increased  to  that  of  airplane A, the  lag 
in  response was improved  only  slightly.  The  importance  of  this  factor 
on  the  response  of an airplane over a more  extended  time  period will 
be  examined  later  herein. 
Effect  of  Changes on Airplane C * 
Since  increasing  the  total  elevator  effectiveness was hown  to  be 
the important factor in decreasing the lag in height response of air- - 
plane B, this  factor  was  also  changed on airplane C (fig. 8).  Increasing 
the  total  elevator  effectiveness  to  that  of  airplane A (with the  dif- 
ference in the  change  in  lift  due  to  elevator  deflection  neglected)  by 
increasing  the  up-elevator  deflection  gave  some  improvement  in  the 
response  of  airplane C. The response was improved  to a much  greater 
extent  when  the  change  in  lift  due  to  elevator  deflection was eliminated. 
Whereas  increasing  the  total  elevator  effectiveness by increasing  the 
up-elevator  deflection  affected  the  response  of  airplane B more than 
airplane C, eliminating the change  in  lift  due  to  elevator  deflection 
affected  the  response  of  airplane C more  than  that  of  airplane B. An 
explanation  of  these  effects  is  to  be  given  later  herein.  The  quickest 
response  was  obtained,  as  for  airplane B, wh n  the  up-elevator  deflec- 
tion  was  increased  and Q, WBS made  equal to zero. 6e 
For ease of comparison,  the  motions  obtained  for  airplane A r
compared  in  figure 9 with  the  motions  obtained  for  airplanes B d C 
when  the  total  elevator  effectiveness had been  increased  by  increasing 
the  up-elevator  deflection' and making = 0. It  can  be  seen  that 
the  responses  of  airplanes B and C now compare  very  favorably  with the
6e 
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a response of airplane A. The improvement i n  response of airplanes B 
and C ,  from that shown on figure 4 f o r  the original condition, was 
obtained by increasing the t o t a l  elevator  effectiveness and by making - cLse = 0. 
DISCUSSIOM 
Examining some of the parameters which are involved in the longi- 
tudinal motion may give an understanding of  the results that were 
obtained. The parameters for airplanes B and C are given relative t o  
those for airplane A in  table  IV.  These parameters include the aero- 
dynamic, control, and mass characteristics and are indicative, compara- 
t ively,  of the motion t o  be expected at the time the control is deflected. 
The parameter v2cqe Fndicates the effectiveness of the elevator with 
respect t o  i t s  ab i l i t y  t o  produce a high r a t e  of change i n  angle of 
pitch. The elevators of afrplanes B and C were less effective than that 
2@y2 
- 
of airplane A. The parameter - vck m a t e s  the ab i l i t y  of the 
2pF 
configuration, when pitched, t o  change t h e   l i f t  and, therefore, the 
normal acceleration. Airplane B was less effective than, and afrplane C 
was about as effective a 6 , a i r p l a n e . A  in changing t h e   l i f t  due t o  angle 
of attack. The parameter - obtained by conibining the two 
parameters i s  indicative (see appendix) of the elevator effectiveness 
on the r a t e  of  change of flight-path  angle  (with the a term 
neglected, however). Based on this parameter, airplanes B and C were 
approximately 2/5 and 3/4 , respectively, as effective as airplane A. 
. 
1 
2 E  2 l J g  
Ee 
The amount of  elevator deflection ava.ilable fromthe dawn deflec- 
t ion  t o  the full-up position on airplanes B and C is given i n  table 111 
re la t ive   to  the amount of elevator  deflection  available on airplane A. 
Airplanes B and C had a smaller amount of  up-elemtor  deflection avail- 
able than did airplane A. Airplane B had the l e q t  of all three air- 
%a v%e 
2- 2&2 
planes. The total  elevator  effectiveness - A8e available 
for airplanes B and C wa8 about 1/4 and 2/3, respeckvely, of t he   t o t a l  
elevator effectiveness available f o r  airplane A (table 111). T h i s  
would indicate why airplane B had the greatest  lag  in  height response 
(f ig .  4 ) .  For airplanes B and C t o  have the t o t a l  elevator effective- 
ness of airplane A, it WBB necessary t o  increase the amount of up-elevator 
8 
deflection 4 times a ~ d  11 t w s  the  original  up-elevator  deflection 
on a1rp-s B ana C, respectively  (table =I).  he elevator defkc- 
tion used for  airplane B was appro~imately'-74~ and  it was realized 
that  the  deflection was excessively  large and beyond  the  linear  range 
of c The Change  required on airplane B, hawever,  is  illustrative 
of the  differences  in  the  airplanes.  Since  sirplane B lacked so much 
more  total  elevator  effectiveness  than did airplane C, it is under- 
standable why the  greatest  improvement in response vas obtained on 
airplane B when  the  total  elevator  effectiveness wzm increased by 
increasing  the upelevator deflection. 
2 
%e 
The  parameter vcL6e - (table IV) indicates  the  change  in  lift and, 
2pF 
therefore, nomd. acceleration due to  elevator  deflection.  When  the 
elevator  is  initially  deflected  this  change in Uft opposes  the  change 
in  lift  due to a desired change in angle of attack. As seen  from  the 
motions  presented  herein,  the  parameter - introduces a lag in 
2pS 
changing  the  flight-path  angle  and,  therefore, in height  response. The 
change  in  lift due to  elevator  deflectfon was approximately 2 and 3 times 
greater  for  airplanes B and C, respectively, than for  airplane A 
(table rV). Considering  the  up-elevator  deflections avdlable, it  can 
be seen (table 111) that the parameter f o r  airplane B was 
about  the same as  for  airplane A, whereas  the  parameter  for  airplane C 
was approximately 2- times  that of airplane A. Since  this  parameter, 
for  airplane C, was more  than  twice  as  large as that  for  airplane B, a 
greater  improvement  in  height  response was obtained on airplane C than 
on  airplane B when the % term w-as made  zero. 
 EL^, m e  
2pE 
1 
3 
6e 
The  time  it $ah8 an airplane of a specific  configuration  to 
respond in height,  for a given  elevator  deflection,  depends on the  rate 
at  which  it can change  the  flight-path  angle. For a short-period  motion, 
the  rate of change of the  flight-path  angle  depends  mainly o  the  magni- 
tude of weight,  moment  of  inertia, se, C L ~ , CL~, , and  A6e An 
increase  in  weight,  moment of inertia,  or CL~, or R decrease  in 
Cme, &, or A& will tend  to  decrease  the ability of the  airplane 
to respond quickly  in  height.  Most  airplanes having no horizontal  tail 
wil have low values of %e and high values of and therefore 
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.. should be expected to have a lag in height response when  compared with 
an airplane having the same weight, mment of inertia,  CL,, and AB, 
- bu t  having a horizontal   i l .  
In  order t o  determine the effects of  some factors on the response 
over a long time period, t.he motions f o r  a l l  three airplan'es presented 
and compared in  f igures 4 and 9 for the 2-second cases are continued 
fo r  a longer time period in figures Lo and 11, respectively. As was 
mentioned previously, a l l  three airplanes respond t o  the up-elevator 
deflection i n  that the descent is stopped and the lo s t  height is 
regained. Figure 10 shows that the height continues t o  increase over 
a considerable time after  the l o s t  height i s  regained. If an airplane 
is flying at an at t i tude such that an increment of lift will be obtained 
when pitched up by the  up-elevator  deflection the airplane dl1 i d -  
tially respcad by gaining height due to  the  result ing exces6 velocity 
present. Figures 10 and ll show that  the. effect of drag on the velocity 
is a long-period effect .  The additional drag obtained when the air- 
planes were pitched up absorbs velocity over a p p r o m t e l y  10 seconds 
during which time the airplanes are gaining height. Mention might be 
made that the e t u d e  of height change (change of potential  energy) 
t o  be obtained, depends on the amount of change of the kinetic energy. 
The application, therefore, of elevator deflections 88 step functions 
or ramp functions wil give the same magnitude of height change. The 
magnitude of  height t o  be eventually attained and the time at  which it 
will be attained, for a given elevator deflection, depends on the 
amount of l i f t  and drag incurred. As shown i n  figure Lo, airplanes B . ahd C did not  gain  as much height as a i r p b e  A because airplanes B 
and C had either greater values of Q,Lm/CL- or smaller values 
a 
Of c%rb/c%k than did airplane A.  A comparison of figures Lo 
and ll shows that when airplanes B and C had = 0, indirectly a 
greater increment of lift was obtained by this procedure, the airplanes 
responded in  a t ta ining a greater change in height magnitude. It can be 
said that values of L/D obtained during the longitudinal motion affect  
the response i n  time and magnitude of the maximum height t o  be attained 
over a long time period. All airplanes eventually assumed a glide angle 
and descended because of the increased drag a t  the new angles of attack, 
but i f  the thrust ,  which had been maintained constant, had been increased 
accordingly the airplanes could have been retrimmed f o r  steady- level  
f l i gh t   a t  the maximum heights obtained. 
The results of the investigation presented herein indicated that 
poor airplane response t o  longitudinal control over a shor t  t h e  period, 
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as ws6 reported  for a specific  configuration, may have  been  the  result 
of a time lag in height  response.  The lag in height  response was 
mainly  the  result  of a low elevator  effectiveness  in  changing  the 
flight-path  angle. In general,  it was found.  that,  over a short  time, 
the  rate of change of the  flight-path  angle  depends  mainly o  the  mag- 
nitude of the  weight,  the  moment  of  inertia,  the  slopes  of  the  curves 
of pitching-moment  and  lift  coefficients as functions of elevator 
deflection C and kg,, respectively,  the  slope of the  curve of 
lift  coefficient 8.8 a function  of  angle of attack k,, and  the  availa- 
ble  elevator  deflection  Age. 
%e 
An increase  in  weight,  moment of inertia,  or  CL~,,  or a decrease 
in %e, s, or  A6e will tend to decrease  the  ability of the  air- 
plane to respond  quickly in height.  The  magnitude  of  airplane damping 
and the  magnitude  of  the lift-drag ratio,  for a short  period of time, 
did  not  have an appreciable  effect on the  time  of  height  response. 
The lmportmce of the  differences found in the  response  character- 
istics  between  swept-wing  airplanes  of low aspect  ratio  having no hori- 
zontal  tail and conventional  airplanes  can on ly  be  evaluated  by  flight 
experience.  Other  factors  such  as  range of vision, unusual control 
feel,  the  pilot ' s  reaction  to  the  relatively large nose-up  attitudes 
of the  swept-wing  airplanes of low aspect  ratio  and  psychological 
influences  associated  with  new  types  of  airplanes may b  of  equal or 
. greater importance. 
. 
Langley  Aeronautical  Laboratory, 
National  Advisory  Coxmittee  for  Aeronautics, 
Langley Field,  Va. 
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A CONSIDERATION O F  FACTORS PEEl!INENT TO LONGITUDINAL 
RESPONSE OF m S  IN SHORT TIME PERIODS 
The calculations perfonrted i n  this paper were, as previously noted, 
based on the three longitudinal equations of mtfon  and the calculations 
are eccurate t o  the extent of the completeness and accuracy of the 
aerodynmic characteristics used. Consideration of airplane longitudi- 
nal stability for  short-perid  oscil lations has shown that the pertinent 
factors regarding the short-period modes may be obtained. from considera- 
t ion  of only two degrees of freedom assuming the ve loc i ty   to  be constant. 
It is possible, therefore, that factors pertinent to short-time responses 
t o  Longitudinal control movement also may be obtained from consfderation 
of  only two degrees of freedom. These  degrees of  freedom are expressed 
i n  the equations of  the normal and pitching accelerations previously 
given i n  the text as equations (lb ) and ( l c )  , respectively. 
If the init ial  trimmed conditions are subtracted from these equa- 
tions, the following expressions result: 
T[sin(a + &) - sin a] 
mV 
The gravitational and thrust force terms in equation (Al) can be shown 
t o  be of a lower order than are the aerodynamic-lift terms and, there- 
fore, a r e  of secondary importance to the motion. The remaining terms 
the primary force  for changing the flight path, and the l i f t  due t o  
1 i n  equation (Al)  are the l i f t  due t o  a change in  angle of attack C& 4 9  
the control deflection CL A&e, which is an inherent  force w h i c h  
&e 
opposes the desired change in normal acceleration and flight  path. If 
factors of secondary importance a r e  neglected, equation (AL) may be 
written as 
f r m  which 
Since 8 = a + 7, equation (A2) , with proper  8UbStitUtiOnS, may be 
written as 
8 
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b A solution of  this equation f o r  the flight-path  angle 7 gives  the 
following results : 
17 
where 
ana 
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The  change  in  height A2 = V sin 7 dt  appears  to  be  the  important 
factor  concerning  the  problem  of  short-tine  response,  the  value  of y 
given in equation (2) is of prime  importance  if  the  velocity  is 
assumed  to  be  approximately  constant.  Thus  the  factors  influencing 7 
in  equation (A5) are  those  factors  pertinent  to  the  short-time  responses 
to  longitudinal  control  movement. 
s 
If  the  lift  due  to  the  control  deflection as, was  zero,  then 7 
would  be  directly  proportional  to  the  factor 
In this  paper  this  factor  was  made  the  same f o r  all airplanes,  in  order 
to make the  initial  flight  paths  approximately  the same in  the  push- 
over, by using  appropriate amounts of  elevator  deflection. Similarly, 
when the  elevator  was  moved  up to check  the  descent,  this  factor,  based 
on  the  initial  velocity,  also  was  used  although  the  velocities  had 
changed  somewhat and the  values of y and 4 at  the  time the elevator 
m s  moved  up  were only approximately  similar  for all airplanes.  This 
factor has been  termed  the  total  elevator  effectiveness and, f o r  the 
up-elevator  cases  when  this  factor w-as made  the same, based  on  the 
initial  velocity,  the  airplanes  were  said  to  have  the same otal 
elevator  effectiveness. 
The  contributions  to 7 due  to  the tern containing  the  liFt  due 
to  elevator  deflection CL are  compared  with  the  contributions of 
the  terms  containing  the  lift  due  to  angle of attack ka in table V. 
The  contributions  to 7 of  the as, terms  for  airplane A are  about 
7 percent  of  the  contribution f C k  terms,  whereas  for  airplanes B 
and C the  contribution  is  about 1/4 to l/3 of the  contribution  of 
Qa terms. 
6e 
It is apparent  that  the  other  aerodynamic  characteristics Cm, 
and Cmq will influence  the  motion  and  are of increasing  importance 
as  the  time  in  the  motion  increases. Of major importance  to  this 
contribution  to  the  motion  is  the  term 
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Ln spi te  of the widely varfed aerodynamic characteristics of a i r p l a n e s  A, 
B, and C, the values of b are similar for  these airplanes. 
A solution of equation (Ab) f o r  the derivatives of 7 gives the 
following results:  
Examination of these equations indiaates that at zero time for a 
step input of elevator deflection, making the factor 
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the same for  all three airplanes makes *+* (eq. (A8)  ) at  zero time , 
approximately the same in  tha t  the other term is  of lower order and 
therefore of only secondary importance. The rate of change of the 
normal acceleration, which is proportional to  7 (eq. (AT)),also will 
be approximately the same for  a l l  airplanes at the beginning of the  
mot Ion. 
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TABLF: I. - AERODYNAMIC, MASS, Aw DTMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Characteristic 
WiWRZa, E q f t . .  . . . . . . . . . . 
Mean aerodynamic chord, ft . . . . . . . 
Weight, lb . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Center of gravity, percent c' . . . . . . 
Moment of in&ia sbout Y bcdy axis, 
Radius of gyration about Y bcdy 
Ahplane relativedensity 
slug-ft2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
axis, ft . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . 
coefficient, p . . - . . . . . . . . . 
Epgss pameter ft'2 . . . . . .  - 
2 4 '  
mas parameter 1, ft-1 . . . . . . . 
C, per radian . . . . . . . . . . . 
2l.E 
C per degree . . . I . . . . . . . . 
%e 
C per desee  . . . . . . . . . . . . =% 
CD per degree . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Cm per degree . . . . . . . . . . . . 
CL per degree . . . . . . . . . . . . 
6, 
a 
a 
cm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
CL . . * . . . " . . . . . . I . . .  
0 
0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
c~ (a) 
cLtrimp%E.x (trim at llo knots) . . . . 
(trim at uo knots) . . . CD trim/%& 
8, , deg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
max 
Airplane A 
400 .O 
8.28 
19,642 
25 
40,658 
8.17 
77.4 
97 x 10-6 
78 X 10-5 
-12 .o 
-0.0172 
0.00600 
0.00056 
-0.01034 
0.m2 
0.0172 
0.814 
( 4  
0.630 
0.577 
-18 
535.3 
13 -69 
22,862 
43,750 
7-85 
14 
40.7 
1% x 10-6 
go X 10-5 
-1-5 
- 0.0050 
0.01025 
0.OOOgO 
-0.00675 
0.0525 
0. a75  
0 -793 
0.609 
-30 
557 
18.25 
14,517 
24 
31, 707 
8.38 
18.6 
382 X lo4 
147 X 10-5 
-0.5 
-0.0031 
O.OOgo0 
0.OOogs 
-0.004oo 
0.0476 
0.063 
0.648 
0 -353 
-20 
R 
Sham in figure 3. 
. .. 
. . . . . . . . . 
Yt *g 
0 
0 
0 
4.b  
21.85 
15 97 
T, lb 
4,770 20.0 
2,781 
I 
. ..  .. . . . . . 
R1 
N 
I 
s * 
P 
F;I 
ki 
G 
. . .  
I . .  
1 
ipABLE 111. - W A ' B X  DEFLGCTIONS Aw) CoMpAFtISOIi OF RESULTING P A W "  
L Alrplane 
r 
(far pull-up) 
O r i g l n s l  elevator  deflection 
a 
~ 
A "" -"- -2k .86 1.86 "" 
B 
C 
C 4.33 1.14 0.25 0.58 -14.33 
C 2.45 2 -37 .64 .84 -20.95 
Increased up-elevator  deflection 
B 
"" 1.00 1.32  -32.71 c2.45 C 
"" 1.m 2 -33 -57.81 c4. 33 C 
C 
%meter inaicates total available elevator effectiveness in  causing a rate of change of 
flight-path angle (neglecting change in  lift due t o  elevator deflection). 
bmameter indicates change 111 l i f t  due to elemtor deflection. 
as for airplane A (neglecting change I n  lFPt due to elevator deflection). 
C Theee a6, values resulted in the Initial Increment of being approximately the 8 . a ~  
"37 
. . . .  
. . .  . 
L Airplanes 2.06 3.94 
1 
1.97 0.62 
2.82 -57 
v2cm6e %, 
"
0.43 
.76 
%ammeter indicates elevator effectiveness in  causing a rate of change of pitch angle. 
bparameter indicates change in l i f t  due t o   e h v a t o r   a e m c t i o n .  
'Parameter indicates elevator effectiveness in caueing 8 rate of change of flight-path 
m e  (neaec t ing  -e i n  lift. due to elevator deflection).  T 
1 
. . .. . . . . . . . . . .  . 
t I 
C 7 - A + B .  
. . . . ... . 
- . . . . . . . 
I 
. . .  . . . . . . .  
L 
Figure 1.- Sketch showing stability axes. Arrows Indicate positive direc- 
tion of forces, moment, and angles. 
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(a) A i r p l a n e  A. 
Figure 2. - Wee-view drawings of airplanes investigated. 
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(b) Airplane B. 
Figure 2.- Continued. 
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I 
(c ) Airplane C . 
Figure 2.- Concluded. 
.. . . . 
Angle of attack , a , deq 
. .  
I 
. .   . .  
.. . I 
0 
0 
8 
20 
9 IO 
Q O  
-I 0 
(a) l>u~-up  after 2 seconds. 
Figure 4.- Cmparison of response t o  available longitudinal control on air-  
planes A, B, md C .  Initial trim values given i n  table 11. 
w r 
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0 
0 
-20 
m .  
B) 
U 
Tirne,sec TIme,88c 
Akph A 
--- Airplane B --- Alrplone C 
(b) Pull-up after 1 second. 
Figure 4.  - Concluded. 
. .. 
, I I 
. .  
R ' I  
(a) ~ u ~ 1 - q ~  after 2 seconds. 
Figure 5.- Effect of increasing up-elewtor deflection, of ellminatiJX 
the change of lift due to elevator deflection, and cambiaation o f  
both on the response of airpLane B. Initial trim values given i n  
table  11. 
. .  
. . . . .. , . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  
(b) Pull-up after 3. Becod. 
Figure 5.  - Concluded. 
-%=-I” 
C” cq n-3.5 
$=-12LI ”_ 
flm= nm,- 
(a) Pull-up after 2 seconds. 
Figure 6.- Effect of varying & on response of alrplane B. Init ial  
trim values given in table 11. 
9 
. .  
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(b) Pull-up after 1 second. 
Figure 6 .  - Concluded. 
- Cmp= -1.5 
”- cq=-3.5 
--- $=-l2.0 
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0 
-2 
c 2 4  
Q 
-6 
-a 
- Original 
”- INXWsed 
5 
8 0  e = -5 
>- 
-IO 
-I 5 
TIme,sec Time ,sac 
(b) Pull-up after 1 second. 
Figure 7 .  - Concluded. 
c 
. . . .  
L I b 
(a )  Full-up after 2 seconds. 
Figure 8.- Effect 02 increasing up-elevator deflection, of elimhating 
the change of llft due t o  elevator deflection, ana conbination of both 
on the response of airplane C. hitlal t r i m  values glven In table 11. 
! 
w 
W 
. . .  
. . .  . . .  
20 
IO 
0 
0 . 0  
m 
U 
40 
-20 
(b) Full-up after 1 second. 
Figme 8.- Concluaed. 
. .  
4 
Tims,sac 
m-54 
U 
(a) pull-up dter 2 e e c o m .  
Figure 9.- Ccmpxison of response to longitudinal. control. on abplanes A, 
B, and C. Airplanes B and C had Fnr?reased up-elevator aeflection and 
the change in l i f t  due t o  elevator deflection ellmlnated. I n i t i a l  t r im  
values given in  table 11. 
. .. 
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30 
20 
IO 
rn 
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-I 0 
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2 o 0 1 2 3  
Tirn8,sec 
(b) Pull-up after 1 second. 
Figure 9.- Concluded. 
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Figure 10.- Comparison of response t o  avaFlable longi tudina l  cont ro l  on 
airplanes A, B, and C f o r  a long period of time. Initial trim values 
given in table 11. 
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Figure 10.- Concluded. 
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Figure U.- Comparison of response to longitudinal control on airplanes A, 
B, and C fo r  a long period of time. Airplanes B and C had increased 
up-elevator deflection and the  change in  lift due t o  elevator deflection 
eliminated. Ini t ia l  trim values given in  t ab le  11. 
I. 
. . . . . . . 
8 
Time, sec 
Figure 11. - Concluded. 
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